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Creativity: Soul's Divine Gift

Soul Versus Mind

Creativity is God's attributes, creative forces, power, manife�ations,
and expression in con�ant motion and evolution. Creativity's secrets,
power, my�ery, and origins reside within the - 'Word' or Divine Spirit.
 
�e 'Word' or Divine Spirit originates in the highe� heavens. From here
IT descends and becomes manife�ed or expressed as - Light and Sound.
 
Divine laws, creative principles, processes, and sy�ems form the basis of
the operational framework within the divine Light and Sound.
 
Some divine laws needed for the workings of creativity are the Law of
Causation, Law of Vibration, Law of Facsimiles, and the Law of
Attitudes.
 
Hence, the workings of creative principles do not originate within
individuals; but in the Divine Spirit that resides within individuals as -
Light and Sound. It manife�s using the Light Body of the Soul.
 
�e divine makeup of Human Beings, which includes our Light Body,
allows us to conta� the Divine Spirit dire�ly. When done consciously
or unconsciously, we access and a�ivate  the creative principles,
processes, and sy�ems  within ourselves. We can then utilize or use
creativity for - manife�ations and self-expression.
 
Creativity empowers Human Beings to manife� God-like attributes,
qualities, and capabilities in our daily creative self-expression or
manife�ations. When we make dire� conta� with the divine Light and
Sound, we increase the nature, quality, capability, capacity, power, and
�ow of our creativity.
 
 
 

�e Supreme Creator be�owed the divine gi� of creativity to all souls.
�us, the Soul is the main in�rument of creativity. Within humans,
the Soul's Light Body is the primary vessel of creativity.

�e modus operandi, or how the creative forces and their associated
powers become a�ivated within the Soul of Human Beings, involves
using our imagination, visualization, thoughts, feelings, and focus of
our inner attention: within the mind's eye; location of the Soul.

Hence, our creative, imaginative, visualization, thoughts, and feelings
processes occur subje�ively; and automatically within humans, using
the Soul (our Light Body) and the faculties of the human mind. 

But mo� humans do not know or under�and the difference between
the Soul, the mental faculties of the mind, and their fun�ions.

So we confuse, assign, or attribute the creative fun�ions of the Soul to
the intelle�ual, logical, or analytical thinking processes of the mind.

 

�e human mind serves as a
subordinate of the Soul.

�e Soul is creative, eternal, and
lives forever. �e mind is only a
temporary faculty that becomes
extin�; when no longer needed:
a�er our physical body dies.

Once the Soul occupies a physical
body, it needs a human mind to
facilitate all of the fun�ional
mental processes needed; for ITS,
temporary human exi�ence, and
survival.

During Soul's exi�ence in a
human body, the mind a�s as Its
intermediary. It conne�s and
works with our �ve basic senses:
sight, hearing, smell, ta�e, and
touch.

�e mind processes all human
physical sensations, perceptive
and cognitive awarenesses: using
intelle�, discrimination,
analysis, logic, reasoning,
thoughts, etc.

Once provided with information,
the mind can compare, choose,
judge, decide, alter, reinterpret,
re�ru�ure, like, dislike,   etc. But
it is not creative: �e Soul does
the creative work.
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